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E mbr a c i ng t he
Ame r i c an At l ant is :
Designing for a Post-Disaster New Orleans
Mikayla Beckwith and Katherine Truluck

Core 023: Photo Collage

For decades, society has had
an obsession with flooding
and disasters relating to water.
However, unlike in the dystopian
representations of our imagination
portrayed in film, television, and
literature, there is no romanticism
or spectacle behind the narrative of
cities that experience these disasters
for real. New Orleans has dealt
with the repercussions of disaster
for centuries and unlike in media,
the city does not get a fantastical
resolution. Instead, New Orleans
will flood and become a ruin of itself

unless it is designed to function as
an adaptive water city.
In the year 2100, New Orleans is
flooded and reduced to a fraction
of its previous grandeur. The rising
sea level has reduced the city to
an archipelago settled between
the Mississippi River and the Gulf
of Mexico. This is Embracing the
American Atlantis: Designing for a
Post-Disaster New Orleans.
Our proposal will implement
a transportation and program

core system that will reconnect
the archipelago of territories and
redistribute the programmatic
organization of the land. Our
design combines architectural,
infrastructural, and utopian
case studies to move beyond the
mitigation of water and instead
create a new condition that adapts
to the water in a more symbiotic
fashion. Through our intervention,
New Orleans is able to survive future
flooding and provide a new aquatic
living condition for the residents of
the archipelago.
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Floodwaters from Hurricane Katrina fill the streets near downtown New Orleans, La.
David J. Phillip. PBS. 2005.
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2012.
dir. Roland Emmerich. Columbia Pictures. 2009.
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Large parts of New Orleans remain flooded two weeks after several levees failed in the wake of Hurricane Katrina on Sept.
14, 2005.
Bob McMillan. UPI. 2005.
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San Andreas.
dir. Brad Peyton. New Line Cinema. 2015.
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Waiting for Rescue Lower Ninth Ward residents stranded on the roofs wait for a rescue boat on August 29, 2005.
Marko Georgiev. PBS. 2005.
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Interstellar.
dir. Christopher Nolan. Paramount Pictures. 2014.
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Historically, the conceptual
design for the city consists
of a composite of multiple
enlightenment period
schemes for an “ideal city.”
This includes an orthogonal
plan, crucifix central plaza
capped by a cathedral,
and a rear garden. As
the population grew and
a demand for a larger
16

territory was made, the city
expanded outwards from
the present day French
Quarter. However, the
organization of the French
Quarter is where the
utopian ideology stops.
In reality, New Orleans
has always been a dystopia
due to its historical

and contemporary
environmental factors
such as severe storms and
rising sea levels. Sea level
projections predict that by
2100, the water level will
have risen to 12 ft above
current levels in an extreme
scenario.

Political, Economical, and Ecological Documentation of New Orleans’
e as a Modern City and the Development of the Mississippi River
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Emergence as a Modern City and the Development of the Mississippi River

1500

Emergence as a Modern City and the Development of the Mississippi River

Legislation

Before 1500s: The Mississippi river was formed by a 135-mile-long snake that challenged the Chitimacha tribe. The Chitimacha warriors defeated the snake and because of its massive
size the snake’s body caused a depression, it then filled with water to become the bayou.
1500 the Mississippi River, becoming the first European to travel across the river, and explores the native lands and people.
1542: Hernando de Soto explores
1682: French explorer René-Robert Cavelier travels to the mouth of the Mississippi River and names the land Louisiana after King Louis XIV.
1699: Pierre Le Moyne founds the French colony Louisiana at Point du Mardi Gras (Mardi Gras Point). The camp was founded 60 miles below present day New Orleans.
1699: First Mardi Gras (“Fat 1542
Tuesday”) celebration.
1700: Throughout the decade, France begins to use the Mississippi River for trade purposes.

War and Rebellion

1717: Flood control infrastructure
established on the Mississippi River.
1682

1718: Jean Baptiste Le Moyne founds the city of La Nouvelle-Orléans (New Orleans). Named after present Regent of France, King Philip II, Duke of Orleans. The territory was ideal land for
a settlement because it was drier than surrounding bayou, had Native American trade shortcuts to the Gulf of Mexico were nearby, and English and Spanish outposts were far enough
away to avoid conflict.
1699
1721: Bourbon Street is named after the Royal House of Bourbon of France.
1722: Jean Baptiste Le Moyne moves the Louisiana capital to New Orleans from Biloxi.

1542
1682
1699
1700

Infrastructure

1717
1718

Culture

1721

French Territory
(Founding)

1722

Commercialization

1723

1722: On March 23rd, the
Great Hurricane hits New Orleans and destroys most of the city. The reconstruction afterwards creates the grid of the current day French
1700
Quarter.

1722-1732: Lafitte Blacksmith Shop was built. The shop is the oldest building in the French Quarter and served as a bar, smuggling den for Jean and Pierre Lafitte, local spot for pirates
1717
and refugees then sailors and
hustlers, and later a gay bar.
1723: New Orleans becomes the capital of the French Louisiana colony, replacing Biloxi.
1724: People of Jewish descent are banned from entering the city.
1718Mardi Gras became a common annual celebration in New Orleans.
1730: Throughout the decade,
1743: Louisiana Governor the Marquis de Vaudreuil began a circuit of elite secret societies called “krewes.” Five existed until the 20th century when dozens more were created. The
original five still exist and are nearly impossible to join.
1721
1752: Nuns from Normandy traveled to New Orleans and founded the Ursuline Convent which functioned as a convent, hospital, and school for young girls.
1754-1763: French and Indian War between France and England over control of New World territory. France loses Canada to England.
1762: Treaty of Fontainebleau
is signed between France and England giving Louisiana and land west of the Mississippi River to Spain and land east of the Mississippi River to England.
1722
1763: On February 10th, Treaty of Paris is signed giving control of French Louisiana to Spain as a result of the end of the Seven Years’ War.
1765-1783: The Mississippi River was used as a battle resource for the transportation of goods, people, and commerce.
1768: French and German 1723
settlers in New Orleans rebelled against the Spanish settlers for control over Louisiana after the treaties were signed.
1769: Spain gains full control of Louisiana and adopts Spanish Law.
1779: Louisiana governor Bernardo de Gálvez y Madrid aided in the American Revolution by overpowering the British soldiers in the Battle of Lake Pontchartrain. Supplies and aid were
sent up the Mississippi River1724
during the entirety of the war.
1781: Flatboat use emerges on the Mississippi River.
1726
1783: Bernardo de Gálvez y Madrid is invited to the Independence Day celebration by George Washington.
1730that disallows the United States from using the Mississippi River for trade and commercial use.
1785: Spain negotiates a Treaty
1788: On March 21st, a large fire sweeps through the city destroying more than 800 buildings. Most of the damage was in the French Quarter and among the buildings destroyed are St.
Louis Cathedral, Cabildo and Presbytère.
1743 makes the French colony of San Domingo independent and creates the nation of Haiti. Many Haitian refugees immigrate to New Orleans.
1791-1804: The Haitian Revolution
1794: A second fire destroys 200 more buildings in the French Quarter. A few of the surviving buildings were the Ursuline Convent, Lafitte’s Blacksmith Shop, Gabriel Peyroux House, and
Madame John’s Legacy. After the fire, the city declared that all new construction had to abide by Spanish fire codes.
1752
1794: A fire destroys an male
boarding school and orphanage, killing five boys. The site has become a popular destination for its spirituality and hauntings.
1795: William Pinkney rewrites the 1785 treaty, calling it the “Right of Deposit,” so that the US is granted permission to use the ports in New Orleans and the Mississippi River for trade.
1800: France signs the Treaty of San Ildefonso in secret to acquire Louisiana from Spain on October 1st. Napoleon Bonaparte is now in control of the territory.
1754
1803: Napoleon sells the Louisiana territory to the US for $15 million. The purchase, 828,000-square-mile, doubled the size of the US.
1809: 10,000 Haitian refugees come to New Orleans. They settle primarily in the neighborhoods of Treme and Marigny and add to the French culture of the city.
1811:
Charles
Deslondes of1762
Haiti leads a rebellion of 200-500 slaves through Louisiana, marching towards New Orleans, in the hopes that the rebellion can establish a black state on the
Seven
Years’
Mississippi. They burned crops and houses along their march until they were stopped before reaching New Orleans. This event is one of the largest slave rebellions in US history.
Waruse emerges on the Mississippi River.
1811: Steamboat
1812:
The first steam boat reached
(1756-1763)
1763 the Mississippi River mouth from Pittsburgh. 1763
1812: On April 30th, Louisiana is admitted into the Union.
1812: The War of 1812 begins and British forces begin to advance on New Orleans in hopes of securing the major ports and access to the Mississippi River.
1814: The Battle of New Orleans
1765begins with Andrew Jackson as the general of the US Army.
1815: On January 5th, the Battle of New Orleans ends with a US victory.
1827: Mardi Gras adopts its famous parading, mask-wearing, and theatrical festivities after a Louisianian visits a Mardi Gras celebration in France and begins a street procession in New
1768
Orleans.

1724
1726

Political Borders

1730
1743

Disasters

1752
1754

Seven Years’
War
(1756-1763)

1762
1763

1768

American
Revolution
(1765-1783)

1769
1779
1781
1783

Spanish Territory
(Treaty of Paris)

1785
1788

1794
1795
1800

French Territory
(Treaty of San Ildefonso)

1803
1809

1830: The Garden District develops.
1769and the Mississippi River was used less for trade and industry.
1831:American
Railroad was established
1833:Revolution
Lafayette Cemetery is made. The Cemetery is famous for its intricate and unique above ground tombs.
1834:
The Medical College of Louisiana is created by a group of doctors to study and test tropical diseases that threatened to infect the city. The college later became Tulane University.
(1765-1783)
1779
1835: On March 3rd, the US Congress approves the creation of a Mint in New Orleans.
1836: The City divides into three municipalities as a result of tensions between American and Creole residents. The municipalities created were Municipality 1: French Quarter and Treme
neighborhoods, Municipality
2: Central Business District and Lower Garden District neighborhoods, Municipality 3: Marigny neighborhood
1781
1838: Haitian immigrant Antoine Peychaud creates the Sazerac which is America’s first cocktail, made of cognac and bitters.
1840: Antoine’s, the country’s oldest family-run restaurant, opens. The restaurant is famous for its high-end French and Creole fusion cuisine.

1811
1812

War of 1812
(1812-1815)

1814
1815

1849: Baton Rouge became the state capital of Louisiana over New Orleans.
1852: The three municipalities reunited since the division was depleting resources too quickly and city hall was moved from Cabildo to Gallier Hall. The City of Lafayette is annexed into
1785 District and Trish Channel.
the city and becomes the Garden
1853: Called the Great Scourge of 1853, New Orleans has an outbreak of yellow fever, killing over 8,000 people.
1857: Mardi Gras finally evolves into its final celebration form. The Mistick Krewe of Comus begins as the parading organization. The tradition of Mardi Gras king and queen begins.
1788
1788 and the expansion of the krewes of New Orleans
Additional organizations emerge
starts.
1861-1865: The Civil War begins on April 12th with the Confederate attack on Fort Sumter, South Carolina.
1861: On January 26th, Louisiana secedes from the Union and sides with the Confederacy.
1791 with its famous dessert, beignets. The desert became a staple of New Orleans cuisine.
1862: The Café du Monde opens
1862: New Orleans is captured by the Union army under command of Rear Admiral David G. Farragut on April 28th. The city is under Union control for the remainder of the war.
1865: With the Civil War at an end, the Mississippi River is once again a valuable resource for transportation of commerce and goods.
1794
1865: New Orleans is once again the capital of Louisiana.
1868: Reconstruction laws reach New Orleans in April granting the right to vote to black males and integrating public schools and accommodations.
1868: On June 25th, Louisiana
is readmitted into the Union.
1795
1870: Throughout the decade, the emergence of White Leagues and the Klu Klux Klan becomes known.
1870: Throughout the decade, voodoo begins to gain popularity and prominence out of the slave trade and the emergence of voodoo queens.
1872: The Krewe of Rex is established
along with the King of Carnival position and the official colors of Mardi Gras: purple for justice, green for faith, and gold for power.
1800
1872: French Impressionist Edgar Degas stays in New Orleans and paints 22 works.
1874: Marie Laveau II, the most influential voodoo queen, holds a public rally that attracts 12,000 New Orleans’ residents or both black and white descent.

1830

1880: New Orleans chef Abby Fisher writes What Mrs. Fisher Knows about Old Southern Cooking which sells nationwide and bring Creole cooking to households all over the country. She
is also one of the first African Americans to publish a cookbook.
1880: Baton Rouge is once 1809
again made the state capital of Louisiana.
1884: New Orleans hosts the World’s Fair Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition.
1890: On October 20th, Ferdinand "Jelly Roll" Morton is born. He is known as the first great jazz composer and pianist.
1811
1890: On July 10th, Louisiana
legislation passes into law segregation of railway cars.
1892: Homer Plessy boards a train and is arrested for violation of segregation policies on trains on June 7th. Plessy was seven-eighths Caucasian and one-eighth African but was see as
black under Louisiana law. Plessy fights the charge until the case reaches the Supreme Court.
1812
1895: The cornetist Charles “Buddy” Bolden forms a band that fuses African and Caribbean music from the black neighborhoods of New Orleans with blues, black Baptist music, and
unique and personal sounds that can be attributed to the creation of jazz.
War
of
1812
1896: On May 8th, the Supreme
1814Court case Plessy v. Ferguson in favor of legal segregation in public schools, transportation, drinking fountains, and restaurants. The phrase “separate but
(1812-1815)
equal”
is coined.
1901: On April 4th, Louis Armstrong is born. He is later known as the father of jazz.
1905: The last outbreak of Yellow
1815 Fever spreads through the city killing 400 people.
1906: Salvatore Lupo creates a Sicilian style sandwich for immigrants who missed1816
Italian cooking in a city run by French cuisine. The muffuletta sandwich is a famous Sicilian dish even
today.

1853

1831
1833
1834
1835
1836
1838
1840
1849

1857
1861

Civil War
(1861-1865)

1862
1865
1868

1872
1874

1909: The US Mint in New Orleans prints its last currency and closes.
1912: Loyola University is opened in New Orleans under a charter by Louisiana state.

1879

1830
1913: Albert Baldwin Wood
invents the Wood screw which pumps water out of the surrounding area through a system of levees and into Lake Pontchartrain, allowing
New Orleans to expand its city borders and prevent diseases like Yellow Fever and Malaria.
1915: The Great Storm of1831
1915 floods the city but does cause any severe damage. The city was still mostly located on higher ground by the Mississippi River, canals
through the city had not been constructed yet, drainage had been able to remove excess flood waters, and the marshlands surrounding the city were able to act as
a sufficient buffer.
1833
1917: Flood Control Act of
1917 is established to combat floods in the early 20th century. The act was designed to reduce flood damage along the Mississippi, Ohio,
and Sacramento Rivers.

1884
1890
1892
1895
1896
1901
1905

1925: The River and Harbor Act of 1925 is created by the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) established a 35 ft by 300 ft channel between Baton Rouge
and New Orleans.
1927: On April 15th, rain 1838
from storms collects up to 18 inches causing the Mississippi River to overflow, destroying the Mounds Landing levee, and flooding the city.
1927: On April 29th, the Poydras levee is destroyed to reroute water away from the city.
1928: The Flood Control Act of 1928 authorized USACE to design and construct flood-control projects to counteract poorly constructed levees. Federal Government
1840
could not be held liable for damage from floods.
1936: The Flood Control Act of 1936 allowed USACE and other agencies to perform channel improvement. As a result, the Federal Government becomes committed to
protecting people and property.
1849
1849
1938: The River and Harbor Act of 1938 authorized USACE to construct a 35 ft by 1000 ft channel between the lower limits of the Port of New Orleans and Head of Passes
on the Mississippi River, a 35 ft by 1,500 ft channel through the Port of New Orleans, and a 35 ft by 500 ft channel between Baton Rouge and New Orleans.

1906
1909
1912
1913

World War I
(1914-1918)

1852moves from St. Louis to New Orleans on December 26th and becomes one of the most celebrated playwrights with many world renowned plays set in his
1938: Writer Tennessee Williams
new home.
1939: On February 13th, New Orleans native Lillian Hellman premieres her play The Little Foxes on Broadway in NYC.
1853
1941: Clem and Violet Lauga begin a horse carriage service in the French Quarter proving a new way of touring the city.

1915
1917

1921

1947: On December 3rd, Tennessee
Williams’ play A Streetcar Named Desire opens on Broadway in NYC.
1857
1947: The movie New Orleans starring Billie Holiday and Louis Armstrong is released.

1923

1947: The Great Hurricane of 1947 killed 51 people between the Bahamas, Florida, New Orleans, and the Mississippi Gulf Coast.

1924

1925

United States Territory
(Louisiana Purchase)

1927
1928
1936

1962: The River and Harbor Act of 1962 (Public Law 87-874) authorized USACE to construct a 40 ft by 500 ft channel within the existing 35 ft by 1,500 ft channel within the
limits of the Port of New Orleans
1868 .

1938

1869
1962: On December 12th, Tulane University agrees to let black students enroll after
a lawsuit.

1965: On September 9th-10th, Hurricane Betsy hits the city and kills dozens of residents with extreme flooding and 125 mph winds.

1939

World War II
(1939-1945)

1941
1945
1947
1949
1950
1951

1984: On May 12th, New Orleans hosts the Louisiana World Exposition, its second world’s fair event.
1984: A music festival is held to celebrate 14 weeks of road construction throughout the city.

1954

1985: The 1985 Supplemental
1884 Appropriations Act authorized by USACE.
1986: The Water Resources and Development Act of 1986 (PL 99-662) authorized by USACE.

1960

2004: In April, construction to
restore the streetcars of Canal Street is completed.
1896

2005: On August 23rd, Hurricane Katrina forms over the Bahamas.
2005: On August 27th, New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin calls for a voluntary evacuation and the surrounding city is congested with traffic for 48 hours.
1901
2005: On August 28th, Hurricane
Katrina is announced by the National Weather Service as a possible Level 5 hurricane.
2005: On August 29th, Hurricane Katrina hits the coast of Louisiana with wind speeds of 175 mph and destroys the levees. The city begins to flood. The 9th Ward levee
overflows with an 8ft wall1905
of water. The Industrial Canal levee breaks and floods into Lake Pontchartrain. East New Orleans, Lower 9th Ward, and St. Bernard Perish
floods. The 17th Street Canal breaks and floods Gentilly, Broadmoor, Mid-City, and Lakeview. The 9th Ward has reports of water 12ft deep.
2005: On August 30th, Martial Law is declared in Jefferson, Orleans, and Plaquemines Parishes as water continues to rise and looting begins.
1906 residents of New Orleans evacuate to the Superdome.
2005: On August 30th, 26,000
2005: On August 31st, the storm ends but the threat remains and Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco and New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin declare evacuation of the
city. Some areas of the city are under 20ft of water. The lowest part of the city is level with Lake Pontchartrain. Transportation by bus begins to move the people
1909
seeking shelter in the Superdome to Houston, TX.
2005: On September 1st, 16,000 National Guard troops enter New Orleans and help evacuate residents from the city and the Superdome.
2005: On September 1st, President
1912 George W. Bush ask Congress for $10.5 billion for relief funds.
2005: On September 2nd, President Bush surveys the damage in New Orleans.

2005: On September 4th, The Superdome is completely evacuated.

1913
2005: On September 8th, New
Orleans Police Superintendent Eddie Compass declares that no civilians may be in possession of firearms for fear of mass violence.
2005: On September 12th, flood waters recede. Thousands of people are displaced from their homes and more than 1,600 people died.

2005: On September 12th, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) director Michael Brown resigns from his position after criticism over management of the disaster and its
1915
clean up.
World
War I 23rd, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana declares that confiscation of firearms is no longer legal.
2005:
On September

(1914-1918)
2005:
One September 24th,
Hurricane Rita hits Texas and residual flooding
enters New Orleans.
1917
1917

2005: On October 5th, Mayor Ray Nagin declares that 3,000 city employees will lose their jobs due to financial shortages after the storm.
2005: New Orleans-native Ellen Degeneres raises $10 million for her Ellen Degeneres Show Hurricane Katrina Relief Fund.

2006: In January, only 200,000
1920 people live in New Orleans, less than half of the population before Hurricane Katrina.

2006: On January 16th, Mayor Ray Nagin delivers an inspiring speech to the people of New Orleans on Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
2006: On July 1st, only 219,563 people live in New Orleans due to increased difficulty or cost of homeowners insurance in the city.
2006: On August 26th, one 1921
year after Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans, President Bush visits the city and spends $110 billion in an effort to rebuild the damages and house the
displaced residents.
2006: In December, Brad Pitt and William McDonough found The Make it Right Foundation which aimed to rebuild 150 homes in the Lower 9th Ward for people who were displaced due
1923
to the destruction and flooding.
2008: On January 7th, New Orleans hosts the BCS National Championship Game1924
in the Superdome.
2008: On February 17th, New Orleans hosts the National Basketball Association All-Star Game at the New Orleans Arena.
2011: On October 23rd, the1925
Superdome is renamed the Mercedes-Benz Superdome.
2012: On March 10th, a fundraising event for The Make it Right Foundation is held in New Orleans. The event is hosted by Brad Pitt and Ellen Degeneres with musical performances by
Kanye West, Seal, Dr. John, Rihanna, Sheryl Crow, Snoop Dogg, and others. Over $5 million was raised.
1927
2012: On November 9th, the
houses built by The Make It Right Foundation are put on sale to first responders and teachers outside of the Lower 9th Ward.
2013: On February 3rd, New Orleans hosts the XLVII Super Bowl between the San Francisco 49ers and the Baltimore Ravens. Famously, large scale power outages pushed the Superdome
into darkness and disrupted the game for 34 minutes.
1928
2013: In April, 90 out of 150 homes commissioned by The Make It Right Foundation are completed and the remaining 60 are under construction.

2014: The Water Resource Reform and Development Act of 2014 (Section 2102(b), Public Law 113-121) authorized USACE to increased the depth from 45 ft to 50 ft.
2014: On February 5th, the 1936
New Orleans Arena is renamed the Smoothie King Center.
2014: The number of murders recorded in New Orleans is the lowest in four decades, dropping to 150 in the year.
2016: Famous sports reporter Cooper Manning reopens the Bayou Bar in memory of the signing of the New Orleans Saints to the NFL.

1938
2016: The Water Resource
Development Act of 2016 (Section 1111, Public Law 113-121) authorized by USACE.
1939

World War II
(1939-1945)

1941

1917

1920

1945: The River and Harbor Act of March 1945 (76th Congress, 1st Session) Mississippi River Baton Rouge to the Gulf of Mexico, Louisiana project.

1895

1878

1880

1920: Throughout the decade, in an effort to modernize the city, the cast-iron balconies adorning the houses along Canal Street are removed.
1834jazz becomes the music of New Orleans and nightlife culture emerges with new hotels, music clubs, and fine-dining restaurants opening throughout the
1920: Throughout the decade,
city.
1921: The Orpheum Theatre is opened.
1835
1921: The New Orleans Vieux Carré is added into Louisiana legislation, protecting the French Quarter from destruction and maintaining its preservation through the Vieux Carré
Commission.
1923: A local hotel was redesigned
1836 and renamed the Roosevelt Hotel after President Roosevelt.

1998: In September, Hurricane George threatens New Orleans and 500,000 residents are evacuated. The areas around the levees are flooded and 160,000 homes are
without power.

1869

1870

1909: The Grand Isle Hurricane
1827 destroys Grand Isle and does significant damage in the lowlands of New Orleans, killing 400 people.

1987: In September, Pope John Paul II visits New Orleans as one of the stops in his US Tour.
1890
1988: In August, George H.W.
Bush is nominated as the Republican nominee for the Presidential Candidacy at the Republican National Convention in New Orleans.
1990: Throughout the decade, the some sections of Canal Street restore their famous streetcars.
1990: Celebrity chef Emeril Lagasse opened his first New Orleans restaurant in the Warehouse District.
1994: Anne Rice writes the 1892
movie Interview with a Vampire which gains huge success at its release. Tourism of the Garden District increases.
1996: On December 14th, a freight-liner crashes into the Riverwalk mall and hotel complex on Poydras Street Wharf. 116 people are injured.
1997: On January 6th, the freight-liner is removed from its crash site.

1849

1852

1803
1879: Mississippi River Commission
is created.

1979: The Easter Floods start
1880along the Mississippi River.

1816

1827

1840: The population grows
to 102,000 which makes New Orleans the fourth largest city in the US.
1783

1966: The New Orleans Saints
officially sign with the National Football League at the Bayou Bar in the Pontchartrain Hotel. Archie Manning (father to Cooper, Peyton, and Eli Manning)
1870
was the team’s quarterback for nine seasons.
1967: On September 17th, the New Orleans Saints professional football team play their first game at Tulane University.
1970: On January 11th, the1872
New Orleans Saints host the National Football League Super Bowl for the first time.
1970: In April, the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival begins and opens with a performance from native Mahalia Jackson. The festival becomes an annual event.
1971: On July 6th, Louis Armstrong dies in Queens, NY.
1874 festival began as a house party where guests dressed as their favorite southern decadent. The annual festival is now a six-day event celebrated across
1972: The Southern Decadence
the city.
1974: The Wood screw water pumping and levee system is declared a Historical1878
Mechanical Engineering Landmark by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
1879
1975: On September 28th, the
Superdome opens to house the New Orleans Saints.
1978: On May 1st, New Orleans elects its first black mayor, Ernest Morial.

1788

1791

1830: The population of New Orleans begins to rapidly increase until it is doubled over the course of the decade.

1949: Louis Armstrong is named
1861king of Mardi Gras by the Zulu Social and Pleasure Club.
1950: Throughout the decade, Italian immigrants fleeing Europe after World War II sought refuge in the US and New Orleans gains many new Italian residents.
1951: The
movie
adaptation of A Streetcar Named Desire is released.
Civil
War
1862 Court case Brown v. Board of Education overruled Plessy v. Ferguson making segregation of public schools unconstitutional.
1954: On May 17th, the Supreme
(1861-1865)
1960:
Throughout the decade, the Canal Streetcar Line is replaced with a bus line.
1960: On November 14th, Ruby Bridges is the first black student to attend William Frantz Elementary School, an otherwise all white school.
1865
1961: The music venue Preservation
Hall opens to showcase New Orleans jazz.

1763

1765

1960

1961
1962
1965
1966
1967
1970
1971
1972
1974
1975
1978
1979
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1990
1994
1996
1997
1998
2004
2005
2006
2008
2011
2012
2013
2014
2016

1992

Emergence as a Modern City and the Development of the Mississippi River
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1909 Grand Isle Hurricane.
Picayune. 1909

1915 New Orleans Hurricane.
New Olreans Photo. 1915

The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927.
Getty Images. 1927

Hurricane Betsy.
NOAA. 1965

Hurricane Georges.
Pontchartrain. 1998

Hurricane Katrina.
Vincent Laforet/Pool. 2005
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There are three strategies
for sustaining cities under
our proposed condition.
Mitigation aims to
limit disasters as they
impact the city presently
while resilience quickly
responds to change and
then mitigates. Both
strategies will fail due to
their inability to look past
the present. However,
adaptation predicts change
and responds in a way that
both prevents disaster and
accounts for future flooding
and storms.
Mitigation is the current
plan adopted in New
Orleans. In order to combat
the effects of flooding, New
Orleans has implemented
lengthy levee systems.
In this region, levees are
naturally forming land
masses, especially along
22

the Mississippi River.
Today they stand at 17 ft
tall. However, the levee
systems will fail as we have
seen in extreme storms
such as Hurricane Katrina.
The effect will be mass
destruction and devastation
due to the severe flooding.
By 2080 New Orleans
will begin to develop a
plan that moves away
from mitigation and
leans into resilience. We
have determined that the
resilient model that New
Orleans will develop will
focus on overcoming
flooding through
further infrastructural
development. Levees
will get taller, other
infrastructures such as
dams will be implemented,
and informal architectures
will overwhelm the

abandoned land. As a
result, this city will also
fail and make way for our
adaptive condition.
The adaptive model
will surpass mitigation
and resiliency by not
simply ignoring water
but reinforcing a new
relationship with it. By
designing the region with
both architectural and
infrastructural typologies
and incorporating elements
of utopian thought modeled
after our case study
research, we can develop
a spatial condition that
utilizes the new groundscape and celebrates
the water surrounding
the archipelago while
maintaining this condition
for the continuously rising
sea levels expected beyond
2100.
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Surround Waterways with Levees
Implement a System of Blockades along the Mississippi
Abandoned Neighborhoods Below Sea Level
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Levees will Break
Region will Flood
No Long Term Solution
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To Infill

To Elevate

To Flood

To Dam

To Stilt

To Float
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Increase in Levee Height
Application of More Infrastructure
Emergence of Informal Architectures Around Region
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Levees will Break
Region will Flood
No Long Term Solution
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To Combine

To Unite

To Float

To Stilt

To Plug-in

To Stack
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ADAPTION (OLALEKAN JEYFIOUS)

Reprogramming of Remaining Land
Application of Raised Transportation System
Use of water Case Studies
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Architecture and Infrastructure in Dialogue
Unique Condition of the Region
Adaptable Future
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Par t

I :

Cross-Archipelago Transportation and Core System
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All of this kept in mind,
the New Orleans of 2100
must be understood under
new geological conditions
and boundary terminology.
Our proposal functions on
a new ground-scape under
four scales: archipelago,
territory, neighborhood,
and core.
The creation of the
archipelago is a result of the
36

Mississippi River depositing
massive quantities of
sediment along the
riverbanks. The resulting
natural levees divert large
flows along the river and
create reliable soil deposits
for construction. This
region also maintains low
subsidence patterns that
prevent the erosion of the
land. Finally, the resulting
higher elevation around the

Mississippi River has led
to minimal loss of land to
flooding during storms and
swells.

2019 New Orleans Physical Model

2019 New Orleans Physical Model

2100 New Orleans Physical Model

2100 New Orleans Physical Model
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TERRITORY: LAND MASS
A Documentation of the 73 New Orleans Territory
Neighborhoods and their Remaining Land Mass after the
Flooding of 2100
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1. LAKE CATHERINE
2. VILLAGE DE L’EST
3. VIAVANT / VENETIAN ISLES
4. LITTLE WOODS
5. READ BOULEVARD EAST
6. WEST LAKE FOREST
7. READ BOULEVARD WEST
8. PLUM ORCHARD
9. PINES VILLAGE
10. PONTCHARTRAIN PARK
11. GENTILLY WOODS
12. DESIRE
13. DESIRE DEVELOPMENT
14. LOWER NINTH WARD
15. HOLY CROSS
16. BYWATER
17. FLORIDA DEVELOPMENT
18. FLORIDA
19. SAINT CLAUDE
20. LAKE TERRACE AND OAKS
21. MILNEBURG
22. GENTILLY TERRACE
23. SAINT ROCH
24. MARIGNY
25. SAINT ANTHONY
26. DILLARD
27. SEVENTH WARD
28. TREME - LAFITTE
29. FRENCH QUARTER
30. FILLMORE
31. SAINT BERNARD
32. FAIRGROUNDS
33. BAYOU SAINT JOHN
34. IBERVILLE
35. TULANE - GRAVIER
36. CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
37. LOWER GARDEN DISTRICT
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33.
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NEIGHBORHOOD SIZE - 2019

NEIGHBORHOOD SIZE - 2100

90.4 sq.mi.

0 sq.mi.

33.0 sq.mi.

0 sq.mi.

50.7 sq.mi.

8.5 sq.mi.

8.8 sq.mi.

1.9 sq.mi.

1.8 sq.mi.

1.5 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

1.3 sq.mi.

1.3 sq.mi.

2.2 sq.mi.

2.2 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

2.0 sq.mi.

2.0 sq.mi.

0.3 sq.mi.

0.3 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

1.8 sq.mi.

0.6 sq.mi.

0.5 sq.mi.

2.2 sq.mi.

1.3 sq.mi.

0.1 sq.mi.

0.7 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

0.3 sq.mi.

2.4 sq.mi.

1.9 sq.mi.

0.3 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

0.3 sq.mi.

0.3 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

0.7 sq.mi.

2.6 sq.mi.

2.2 sq.mi.

0.7 sq.mi.

0.7 sq.mi.

1.1 sq.mi.

0.8 sq.mi.

0.7 sq.mi.

0.5 sq.mi.

1.5 sq.mi.

0.6 sq.mi.

0.5 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.1 sq.mi.

0.1 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

0.3 sq.mi.

1.5 sq.mi.

1.5 sq.mi.

0.3 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

1.9 sq.mi.

0 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

1.6 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

0.1 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

1.3 sq.mi.

1.7 sq.mi.

1.7 sq.mi.

0.2 sq.mi.

1.4 sq.mi.

1.8 sq.mi.

1.8 sq.mi.

1.4 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

1.4 sq.mi.

0.9 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

1.4 sq.mi.

0.7 sq.mi.

1.3 sq.mi.

1.3 sq.mi.

0.7 sq.mi.

2.9 sq.mi.

1.7 sq.mi.

1.7 sq.mi.

2.8 sq.mi.

0.6 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

0.6 sq.mi.

12.8 sq.mi.

0.7 sq.mi.

0.6 sq.mi.

1.4 sq.mi.

4.0 sq.mi.

1.6 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

2.5 sq.mi.

4.9 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

1.3 sq.mi.

1.2 sq.mi.

1.2 sq.mi.

1.1 sq.mi.

2.2 sq.mi.

0.6 sq.mi.

0.6 sq.mi.

1.6 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

0.1 sq.mi.

0.1 sq.mi.

0.8 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

0.4 sq.mi.

0.6 sq.mi.

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

1.5 sq.mi.

1.4 sq.mi.

0.3 sq.mi.

0.6 sq.mi.

LOWER GARDEN
DISTRICT

1.3 sq.mi.

1.0 sq.mi.

0.5 sq.mi.

IRISH CHANNEL

LAKEVIEW

PINES VILLAGE

NAVARRE

DIXON

GENTILLY WOODS

GERT TOWN

DESIRE

BROADMOOR

MILAN

LOWER NINTH WARD

TOURO

HOLY CROSS

EAST RIVERSIDE

BYWATER

MARLYVILLE FONTAINEBLEAU
FRERET

FLORIDA

UPTOWN

SAINT CLAUDE

LAKE TERRACE AND
OAKS

2.0 sq.mi.

GARDEN DISTRICT

PLUM ORCHARD

FLORIDA
DEVELOPMENT

0 sq.mi.

3.5 sq.mi.

CENTRAL CITY

WEST LAKE FOREST

DESIRE
DEVELOPMENT

0.2 sq.mi.

1.4 sq.mi.

MID-CITY

4.4 sq.mi.

PONTCHARTRAIN
PARK

NEIGHBORHOOD SIZE - 2100

0.4 sq.mi.

B.W. COOPER
5.0 sq.mi.

READ BOULEVARD
WEST

LAKE SHORE - LAKE
VISTA
CITY PARK

LITTLE WOODS

READ BOULEVARD
EAST

NEIGHBORHOOD SIZE - 2019
SAINT THOMAS

LAKE CATHERINE

VILLAGE DE L’EST

VIAVANT / VENETIAN
ISLES

38. SAINT THOMAS
39. LAKE SHORE - LAKE VISTA
40. CITY PARK
41. MID-CITY
42. B.W. COOPER
43. CENTRAL CITY
44. GARDEN DISTRICT
45. IRISH CHANNEL
46. LAKEVIEW
47. NAVARRE
48. DIXON
49. GERT TOWN
50. BROADMOOR
51. MILAN
52. TOURO
53. EAST RIVERSIDE
54. MARLYVILLE - FONTAINEBLEAU
55. FRERET
56. UPTOWN
57. WEST RIVERSIDE
58. WEST END
59. LAKEWOOD
60. HOLLY GROVE
61. LEONIDAS
62. EAST CARROLLTON
63. AUDUBON
64. BLACK PEARL
65. NEW AURORA - ENGLISH TURN
66. OLD AURORA
67. TALL TIMBERS - BRECHTEL
68. U.S. NAVAL BASE
69. BEHRMAN
70. WHITNEY
71. FISCHER
72. ALGIERS POINT
73. MCDONOGH

WEST RIVERSIDE

WEST END

MILNEBURG

LAKEWOOD

GENTILLY TERRACE

HOLLY GROVE

SAINT ROCH

LEONIDAS

MARIGNY

EAST CARROLLTON

SAINT ANTHONY

AUDUBON

DILLARD

BLACK PEARL

SEVENTH WARD

TREME - LAFITTE

NEW AURORA ENGLISH TURN
OLD AURORA

FRENCH QUARTER

FILLMORE

TALL TIMBERS BRECHTEL
U.S. NAVAL BASE

SAINT BERNARD

BEHRMAN

FAIRGROUNDS

WHITNEY

BAYOU SAINT JOHN

FISCHER

IBERVILLE

ALGIERS POINT

TULANE - GRAVIER

MCDONOGH
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The archipelago is defined
by this land left over
from the resulting levee
breaks and the risen sea
level of 2100. This scale
encompasses all of the
present day greater New
Orleans region.
The territory is defined
by the parish boundaries
of greater New Orleans
including New Orleans,
St. Bernard, Jefferson, and
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Plaquemines. For now, we
have focused on the New
Orleans territory.
The neighborhood is
defined both by existing
neighborhood boundaries
and the new water line
of the archipelago.
After flooding, many
neighborhoods were lost
or severely downsized and
now have new borders.

Finally, the core can
be defined by the
program assigned to the
neighborhood and the
location along the entire
system.

Embracing the American Atlantis: Designing for a Post-Disaster New Orleans

Greater New Orleans 2019

5,740 square miles
Total population: 870,000
Population density: 152 people/square miles

New Orleans Archipelago 2100

122.9 square miles
Total population: 1.3 million
Population density: 10,578 people/square miles

New Orleans 2100

98.6 square miles
Total population: 574,383

New York City : Manhattan

22.7 square miles
Total population: 1664727
Population desity: 73,336 people/square miles

Jefferson 2100
27.3 square miles

Total population: 648,828

Tokyo : Ward Area

239 square miles
Total population: 9241000
Population desity: 38,665 people/square miles

New Orleans 2019

Jefferson 2019

350 square miles
Total population: 382,922

665 square miles
Total population: 432,552

Plaquemines 2019

2,567 square miles
Total population: 23,042

Hong Kong : Hong Kong Island

30.34 square miles
Total population: 1,270,876
Population desity: 41,888 people/square miles

St. Bernard 2019
2,158 square miles

Total population: 35,897
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The population will rise
significantly if the current
trend in world population
growth is maintained. Our
predictions state that the
archipelago will be home
to 1.3 million people. The
52

Jefferson and New Orleans
territories remain the
densest regions and hold
the most remaining land.
The territories become as
much as twice the density
of present-day Manhattan.

The cross-archipelago
system is centered on these
two territories.

Embracing the American Atlantis: Designing for a Post-Disaster New Orleans
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The cross-archipelago
system functions on two
Levels. Level 1 consists
of ground transportation
functioning as cable cars,
sky gondolas, and ferries.
The cores of this Level act
primarily as train stations
and spaces facilitating
necessary programs for
54

the neighborhood such as
groceries, storefronts, and
industrial facilities.
Level 2 consists of
the larger, high-speed
transportation system that
we currently speculate will
be a hyperloop train. The
cores of this Level include

public programs plugged
into the top of the cores
seen in Level 1 such as
jazz clubs, eateries, and
community centers.

Embracing the American Atlantis: Designing for a Post-Disaster New Orleans
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Par t

I I :

Redistribution of Program
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HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURAL TYPOLOGIES

Unknown

An Analysis of Utopian Theory
Public Fountains: Worldwide

Tanka Floating Villages: Southern China

Wooden fishing boats act as both home and a source of income for the villagers. Families of four or
more live in a single boat and these boats remain closely knit at the shoreline and across rivers.
Fishing nets fill the gaps between boats and chickens and ducks are raised in coops to provide
food to the families. Before the fishing season, residents repair their boats with wooden planks,
plaster and glue to fill gaps in the hulls. Some boats have motors for more efficient movement and
fishing.

8th Century
B.C.

Roman: Hadrian’s Villa

1st Century

Chinese and Japanese: Golden Pavilion Temple
Chinese and Japanese fountains have a strong connection with nature. Japanese buildings honor
a relationship between interiority and exteriority due to a celebration of the shorelines. This practice
is mostly inherited from Chinese culture. Traveling between Japan and Mainland China created a
close relationship between the water and the people that was then translated in Japanese garden
design. The gardens are typically designed as constructed scenery that includes artificial
mountains and spring-fed ponds or lakes. This design created an atmosphere of the natural with
wildlife, running water, groves of trees, rock formations, and pavilions. Urban environments diverted
canals and rivers to cool off the cities and create soothing sounds to reintegrate nature into the
cities. Selections of rock placement and waterfalls were crucial for the sound effect and
consistency of sound was a determining factor of the success of the water feature. Heian
Buddhism influenced the construction of pavilions by water to created the image of paradise while
Zen Buddhism influenced meditation and dry gardens which omitted water but mimicked it
through rock formation, buildings, islands, and sand.

Common problems:
• Pollution of water from shoreline factories
• Overfishing
• Overcrowding by boats and ships from coastal cities
• Appeal of urban life
Sorting clams. The Tanka remain an underclass in the region’s economic boom. A few thousand of them still live on the
water across southern China, although precise counts do not exist. Lam Yik Fei. The New York Times. 2017.

5th Century

Vietnamese Floating Villages: Tonle Sap Lake, Cambodia

Most residents of the villages make money by selling goods to other villages, some of which are
almost 100 miles away from each other. Chong Koh is near the large city of Kampong Chhnang
where settlers of the floating villages often go for the markets. The village of Chong Koh consists of
families that live on cabin-size houseboats arranged in rows orthogonal to the shore where they
raise catfish and carp between boats and grow pepper and papaya trees. Other known village
types include Prek Tor where families have cages for raising crocodiles, Kbal Taol where residents
live in homes on open water to catch hatchlings with large nets, and others where the village is an
extension of nearby towns with “broad Venetian canals and twisting alleyways, floating temples,
churches, schoolrooms and oil-black ice factories” (NYTimes). The Vietnamese bury their dead in
above ground tombs unlike the Cambodians who practice cremation. These tombs act as a
marker of the Vietnamese villages and residents along the rivers and lakes. The tombs were
underwater during the rainy season and visible during the dry seasons when villagers visit the sites.
Many floating villagers believe that life on the lake was better than in Vietnam because their
ancestors lived and died there, and regardless of ethnicity, they are residents of the lakes and rivers
of Cambodia.
Common problems that the people face are:
• Floating houses that float too far away from the shoreline and risk capsizing from boat
waves or storms
• Repairs to walls and roofs made of palms
• Removal of water hyacinths that grow under the barges
• Swimming under the barges to refill cement jars to keep them floating
• Pythons
• Rust
• Diarrhea and disease from the water
• Drowning
• Accidents and collusions
• Eviction by Cambodian government

Architecture is a representation of the cosmic importance of order and the actualization of human
reason. An architectural utopia would combine all architectures into a single style, form, and space
where the architecture would convey all theories created by humans in one form. Up until the
present, architecture so far has been our understanding of the Earth and how to build on the
landscape. This architecture would not be ambiguous in its representation of an artificial landscape
and develop a true form as an alternative to nature.

Superstudio’s 2,000-Ton City:
The city is located in a natural rural landscape. Extremely gridded buildings make up a continuous
building block made up of stacked cells where the height of the building cells follows the
topography. The complex is made of opaque but porous walls. The exterior walls have displays for
3D images, speakers for sounds, and vents for smells that are emitted for the people to experience.
Outside there are human-proportion seating that molds to the people using them and faces the
displays. Inside the cells, the ceilings and floors track human brainwaves to mold the city to the
individual. Death does not exist and reproduction is only needed when an inhabitant is removed
from th complex. Rebellious thoughts are monitored and people deemed as multiple offenders are
expelled from the city by means of the 2,000 ton ceiling dropping and crushing the individual within
the cell. New life replaces the expelled individual through extracted reproductive cells from the
inhabitants of the city.

Tivoli Day Trip from Rome with Lunch Including Hadrian's Villa and Villa d'Este. Unknown. Viator. n.d.

There are two approaches to design involving nature. Natura Naturans or “Nature doing what
nature does” implicates nature as actively involved in its creation and relationships. However,
Natura Naturata or “Nature already created” takes a passive stance which allows for architecture
to utilize the landscape to its advantages. All forms of architecture and all methods of architecture
have to move towards this design. All future architecture will emerge from this continuous
monument of the one pure architecture as an alternate to nature. The scheme links technology,
culture, and imperialism and represents technology, sacredness, utilitarianism, man, machine,
rational structure, and history.

TO CYCLE
Superstudio’s Temporal Cochlea-City:

French: Palace of Versailles

7th Century

Islamic: Alhambra

The city is of a circular construction that rotates once a year. Centripetal force moves everything to
the center gradually and the center holds a generator that lasts up to 10,000 years. Building sites
are constructed between the center and the radial bridges. Excavation debris is used to construct
the buildings on the exterior ring of the city. As the buildings and machinery decay, the city rebuilds
elsewhere and there is no reconstruction the decaying sites. Roads run in circles around the
circular, continuous housing blocks. Inhabitants live in individual cells and cannot cohabitate but
are free to interact outside of the cells in the public space. The floors in the cells are soft and
ceilings hold all of the climate control devices needed for the individual inhabitant. The entire city is
climatized at 25°C (77°F). You cannot leave the city or stop the centripetal rotation towards the
center. Inhabitants are divided by age into their own ring of housing blocks and gradually move
towards the center with the city. The youngest inhabitants live on the outermost ring and the oldest
inhabitants live in the innermost ring before they die and are absorbed into the center of the city.

14th Century

Coupled as a series of case studies, the following communities all sought to develop a sustainable
society outside of the urban system. The communities are the closest examples of a successful
green community imagined as utopia.
Garden Cities of Tomorrow:
Temporal Cochlea-City. Superstudio. Impossible Objects. 1971.

16th Century

A pier in the port town of Kampong Chhnang near where the Tonle Sap widens from a river into a lake, a waterway called
“Cambodia’s beating heart. Chris Berdik. The New York Times. 2014.

18th Century

Zelenograd:

Versailles Gardens Ticket: Summer Musical Fountains Show. Unknown. Viator. n.d.

19th Century

A green city competition was held by the Soviet Union in the 1930s. The competition’s criteria
called for a city to be built outside of Moscow that highlighted the Soviet Union’s “disurbanism”
ideologies. The city aimed to dissolve city and country. The concept was initially proposed by Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels in the Communist Manifesto. The city is made up of high-rise communes,
living pods in forests, and communities of self-built single-family homes placed along strips of
industry. The city would project sounds and smells to sooth the proletariat inhabitants. A pragmatic
version was created in the 1960s for the electronics industry.

The city was proposed as an advanced suburbia system. The fabric of the United States would be
consumed by one continuous suburb. Every family gets a one-acre plot of land along long roads.
Due to its design, there would be a heavy reliance on cars. The project lacks agriculture, industry,
and daily variation due to its repetition and equality in landscape. There is no need for individuality.
The suburb does not conform to modern aesthetics and style and embraces Frank Lloyd Wright’s
American Utopia.

Expositions: World Exposition in Osaka

Broadacre City:

New York of Brains. Superstudio. Impossible Objects. 1971.

Drop City:

BedZED:

Superstudio’s City of the Hemispheres:

Dongtan:

The city is located in the woods and concealed from outside viewing. It is made up of 10,044,900
crystalline sarcophagi at 185 cm (73 in) long by 61 cm (24 in) wide by 61 cm (24 in) deep. The walls
separating the sarcophagi are transparent and the floor is white and pure. Humans are located
inside each sarcophagi but are asleep and maintained by conditioned air and a bloodstream
system. The system is hooked up to a machine that filters out toxins and prevents the inhabitants
from aging. Electrodes are applied to each human which wirelessly connect to hemispheres at 30.5
cm (12 in) in diameter. The hemispheres are powered by telekinesis generated by the transmission
of human brainwaves. The hemispheres are able to float in the air and move on the ground freely.
The flat side of the hemisphere has sensory organs that perceive sensation that is transmitted back
to the commanding human. The humans never leave their sarcophagi and interact with the world
through the telekinetic hemispheres. Death does not exist.

Portland Open Space Sequence. The Landscape Architecture of Lawrence Halprin. The Landscape Architecture of
Lawrence Halprin. 1965-1970.

American Mini-Parks: Portland Open Space Sequence
American Mini-Park fountains function as urban renewal projects and the creation of urban parks.
These parks needed to be protected from noise pollution, density, and other issues of urban life.
Water displays were the focal point of the parks because they provided a cooling effect in the
heat and a distraction from city noise. Water encourages community involvement and inclusion
through movement and spectacle. Water is energy and animation.

19th Century

TO ELEVATE
Makoko Slum: Lagos, Nigeria
Lagos, Nigeria is the largest city in West Africa. The city was founded in the late 19th century as a
fishing village but quickly expanded and a lack of land led to residents turning to the water for the
settlement of informal slums. The largest slum in Lagos is the Makoko floating settlement. There is an
estimated 2,000 people that move to Lagos every day and end up living in Makoko. The number of
residents is estimated between 40,000 and 300,000 people and there is no way to calculate a more
exact number due to the informal nature of building construction and the constant movement of
people. Makoko is located under the Third Mainland Bridge, the largest bridge in Western Africa,
and is seen by anyone traveling through Lagos for business. Residents of Makoko are made up of
people from across Nigeria and many fishing villages. The slum is divided into six sectors: Oko
Agbon, Adogbo, Migbewhe, Yanshiwhe, Sogunro, and Apollo. Oko Agbon, Adogbo, Migbewhe,
and Yanshiwhe are called “Makoko on water” since they are the districts that float while Sogunro
and Apollo are based on land. Each sector appoints a Baal which acts as the leader. Languages
spoken in the slum are English, French, Yoruba, and Egun.
Makoko is made of wood plank shanty houses sitting on wood stilts above the water. The slum is
referred to as a jetty off of the main city. Floating shanty houses are surrounded by black sludge-like
water and traveled to by canoe. High volumes of traffic crowd the waterways much like the streets
of Lagos. From the bridge, the slum is vast and appears calm despite its informality and
complicated organization. The slum represents everything negative about the dense city and is
often seen as an issue to the Lagos government. The lagoon bed is filled with pipes that bring clean
drinking-water to residents of the neighboring village of Sogunro. Non-communicable diseases such
as malaria, respiratory conditions, and malnutrition are a problem within the slum while disease
expected to be present such as cholera are not as much of an issue. Childbirth is also a concern
due to the lack of sanitary environments and modern medical care. Doctors Without Borders
opened a station near the slum but it remained open for only a year and was replaced by clinics
that cared for basic ailments and childbirth. Many residents of the Makoko floating slum work as
sand-dredgers. Sand-dredgers climb down a ladder from their boats and submerge themselves in
water up to their heads to collect buckets of sand to be used for infill site construction in other parts
of the city.

The city was designed in 2005 and planned as an eco-city outside of Shanghai, China. It is a
self-sufficient water and energy community designed by the architecture group Arup as a
commission from the Chinese government. The city was unfinished due to corrupt officials who
were related to the project.
Masdar:
The city began construction in 2008 and is the most extensive model of an eco-city. It is located in
the United Arab Emirates. The city’s construction aimed to change the negative opinion of the
UAE’s wasteful building habits in Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Planned by Foster and Partners, 50,000
inhabitants will live in the city with terracotta houses which include natural cooling systems, rapid
transportation networks, and a prohibition of cars. The city will also become the new home of the
headquarters of the International Renewable Energy Agency.

There are three recognized approaches to the Makoko’s problems:
• Complete demolition
• Replacement with high-rises
• Reclamation through infill land development

In most cities, the skyscrapers are monolithic and act as gated communities for the inhabitants
within or the employees of the companies that own or rent the buildings. For a city such as Hong
Kong, high-rise skyscrapers act as interlaced communities for residents of the building, visitors of the
towers, and the entire city’s public consumers. A multi-level urban fabric raises public space above
the natural ground plane and creates a unique urban fabric. Towers often house shopping,
eateries, public seating areas, and gardens multiple levels above the ground.

The existing urban condition is divided into “good” and “bad” halves. The inhabitants of the “bad”
half would enter the “good” half and overwhelm the city. In reality, if everyone leaves the “bad”
half for the “good” half, then the “good” half would be overfilled and the “bad” half would be
empty. As a result, a wall was built around the “good” half to prevent this from happening. Those
who were stuck in the “bad” half now want more than ever to be in the “good” half. Architecture
has always been used to create isolation and boundaries between people and space. If reversed,
a space could be created that is a positive alternative to reality. The architecture simulates ecstasy
for the individual and the result is a group of people who would be trapped in this city but only due
to their desire to remain happy within the walled space.
In order to create this space, a strip of land is defined in London as the most desirable potential for
this new city condition. This strip is sectioned off through walls where landmarks, monuments, and
icons fill the space. There are designate spaces within the strip with specific intentions for the
inhabitants.

“Supertall” Skyscrapers: Hong Kong’s Skyscrapers

Structural elements that allow for success:
Wind gaps on upper floors
Tuned mass damper
Increased shear wall size

Fishing, timber and sand dredging are the predominate occupations in Makoko. Andrew Esiebo. The Guardian. 2016.

The Reception Area acts as a buffer between the city, the wall, and the strip of new urban fabric. It
is a first glimpse of the city within. This zone provides training for the newcomers and teaches two
ideas: luxury and well-being. Proposals from the newcomers for new spaces are collected and
added to the city without question or compromise.

TO REPLACE

The city unrolls continuously across the landscape. There are 8 million inhabitants of the city. At the
front is the Grand Factory which is 4 miles wide. The city is 100 yards tall. The conveyor belt city pulls
minerals and resources from the earth and these materials are used to continuously build the back
of the city as it rolls along the planet’s surface. The city moves at a 1 ft - 2 ½ in per hour speed.
Roads are aligned in perpendicular and parallel grids to the factory at the front and blocks of
building are 261 yards. Perpendicular roads are labeled by consecutive numbers from the front
and R or L based on left or right positioning from the central axis. Parallel roads are named after the
month and year of their creation. The Grand Factory builds city blocks every 27 days and a road
next to the block in 3 days. Citizens aim to move houses frequently since the newest houses are the
most modern. The maximum time a citizen can live in a house is 4 years before the city begins to
decay. The city’s rejects, insane, and rebellious inhabitants live in the ruins and rubble of the
decaying sections of the city. Constant advertisements of the new houses are aired to the citizens
to inspire their desire to move frequently. Everything an individual needs is supplied in the new
house.

Capturing Hong Kong’s Dizzying Vertical Density. Romain Jacquet-Lagreze. ArchDaily. 2014.

Exodus, or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture: The Strip (Aerial Perspective). Rem Koolhaas. Museum of Modern Art.
1972.

The Central Area is situated above the reception area as a plateau. The inhabitants enter this
space through the reception area. The zone provides views of the old city, the old city confined in
the strip, and the roof of the new city. Escalators let the inhabitant ascend into the old city within
the walls where they live while they are trained.

Superstudio’s Continuous Production Conveyor Belt City:

Limitations:
Ground space for footprint suitable to meet height ratio
Air right availability
Elevator core size
Core to floor ratios
Seismic activity
Engineering technology

The Ceremonial Squa

Continuous Conveyor Belt City. Superstudio. Impossible Objects. 1971.

Architecture of Density, a39. Michael Wolf. Michael Wolf. n.d.

One of the many churches in Makoko. Andrew Esiebo. The Guardian. 2016.

TO
SUBMERGE

Weld Quay is a waterfront town that was founded between 1870 and 1880. The town used jetties to
dock ghaut boats coming to the village to deposit cargo and people. In the 19th century, a large
group of Chinese immigrants moved to Malaysia and eventually Weld Quay. In order to maintain
their culture and make the migration more comfortable, families with the same surname and similar
origins formed clans and villages. Seven clans were formed: the Ongs, Lims, Chews, Lees, Tans,
Yeohs and Koays. By the 20th century, the jetties were expanded and claimed by the individual
Chinese clans. The jetties were adapted to be consistent with Chinese culture and maintain the
ancestry in the new country. These spaces were converted to serve both domestic and
commercial uses. Each jetty included classic Chinese domestic elements such as candles outside
of the homes, prayer temples within the homes, and a temple per clan village located at the
entrance of the jetty. The jetties facilitated a close community within the clans.

2009

Clan Jetties Floating Village. Unknown. Wonderful Malaysia. n.d.

TO
AUGMENT

Baiheliang Underwater Museum: Chongqing, China
The repercussions of the Three Gorges Dam constructed on the Yangtze River in China has had
lasting effects on the environment surrounding it. The dam caused flooding that submerged many
acres of land and the site of the Baiheliang Underwater Museum. The site holds a stone ridge with
engravings caved into the stone that documents hydrological information from the Yangtze River.
This documentation includes information such as 1,200 years of changing water level. The stone
ridge in 1,600 m (5249.34 ft) long by 15 m (49.2126 ft) wide by 138 m (452.76 ft) at its peak height
and is submerged under 43 m (141.08 ft) of water. Due to the changing water levels of the river, the
stone ridge is only visible when the river water level lowers in the winter. However, the water only
lowers enough to view the engravings every 3-5 years. The stone has carving of fish figures and
information about water levels, harvesting, and positions and titles from the Tang Dynasty of the
Middle Ages. For years the inhabitants of the area used the stone ridge as an indicator that a
good harvest would follow that year.

The Lim Jetty is one of the largest jetties but burned down during World War II. It was rebuilt with two
rows of houses, one facing the water and the other facing the first row. Multiple temples are
located in the village with significant importance to the clan.

Exodus, or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture: The Baths. Rem Koolhaas. Museum of Modern Art. 1972.

Superstudio’s Barnum Jr.’s Magnificent and Fabulous City:
The city is located under a red and blue circus tent. Cables and poles hold the tent to the earth for
two miles, 205 yards in diameter. The center holds a cylinder one mile in diameter and 100 yards in
height. The city is made of sheet metal painted silver and is built five times smaller than the scale of
reality. The city holds 2 million inhabitants and every famous international monument is replicated in
the city. The cost of visiting in the city is 50 cents per minute monitored through electronic punch
cards that unlock the entrance to the city once the visitor’s ticket is purchased. The individual
travels along the city through channels until they arrive at the central computer. The computer asks
them to pick a celebrity they want to become out of 100,000 options or a regular person making
up the remaining 2 million inhabitants of the city. The individual enters a cell after choosing their
inhabitant and are presented with a space suit attached to cables. The floor disappears and is
replaced with a malleable surface for free movement. The individual remains in the cell while the
inhabitant chosen moves through the city in the place of the individual. The inhabitant tracks all
sensations and transmits them to the cell where the individual is hooked up. The individual is free to
do whatever they please in the city and there are no illegal acts or prohibited quests. However,
damage done to other characters, themselves, or the city costs $1 a minute. Out of the two million
inhabitants, 50,000 characters have a sensitivity to pain for individuals that want special effects and
a unique, fully immersive experience. Complete anonymity is guaranteed for the visitors.

An overview of engraved characters on White Crane Ridge is seen at the world's first underwater museum accessible
without diving in Fuling, Southwest China's Chongqing. ChinaDaily. ChinaDaily. 2009.

As of 1994, the stone ridge has been protected by the Chinese government as a cultural heritage
site and now museum. The area is now sealed with chemicals to prevent damage and covered in
a glass container that regulates the pressure inside and outside of the carving to prevent
destruction. Underwater tubes with escalators were placed along the container to allow visitors to
see the stone ridge even when it is not uncovered by low water levels. Powerful LED lighting systems
were installed to illuminate the site in the darkness of the water and allow the viewers a glimpse at
the intricate engravings and the history of the riverbank. The observation tubes are 70 m (229.66 ft)
long and 25 m (82.02 ft) wide and made of steel that weighs 45 tons. The site is the first museum
that allows underwater viewing of artifacts without the viewer being placed in the water.

The Ong Jetty was relocated to its current position to make way for the Port Terminal to the village.
The clan maintained the jetty as a work jetty that does not include housing.

Exodus, or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture: The Reception Area. Rem Koolhaas. Museum of Modern Art. 1972.

Barnum Jr.’s Magnificent and Fabulous City. Superstudio. Impossible Objects. 1971.

An underwater visiting corridor with new windows at the world's first underwater museum accessible without diving in
Fuling, Southwest China's Chongqing. ChinaDaily. ChinaDaily. 2009.

The Chew Jetty is the largest and most visited jetty and is a popular site for photography and
movie-making. Weld Quay villagers and tourists often claim that the jetty is home to the friendliest
clan residents. The jetty controls the shuttle system to large ships on the water and facilitates shops,
hair salons, beverage outlets, and souvenir shops. There are two temples located on the jetty with
one on either end. There is also a multipurpose community hall which provides a location for
meetings, computer classes, performance shows, and banqueting to the clan members as well as
history and information available in Malay, Chinese, and English for tourists.

2009

Museo Subacuatico de Arte: Cancun, Mexico
The museum is located in Cancun off of the coat of Isla Mujeres in Riviera Maya and is founded by
Roberto Díaz Abraham, former President of the Cancun Nautical Association and Jaime González
Cano, Director of the National Marine Park. The complex covers 420 m2 (4521 ft2) of ground and
weighs over 200 tons. The museum holds a collection of 500+ statues submerged 28 ft underwater
separated between two areas of the museum: one above ground with 475 sculptures and one
underwater with 500 sculptures. Contributing artists include Jason deCaires Taylor, Roberto Díaz
Abraham, Salvador Quiroz Ennis, Rodrigo Quiñones Reyes, Karen Salinas Martínez, and Enrique
Mireles. Many sculptures are modeled after people from surrounding towns to represent the culture
of the site. There is only access by tour that takes viewers through the museum’s exhibits by means
of snorkeling or scuba diving.

The Lee Jetty consists of the ancestors of fishermen and oyster farmers. They are a highly
collaborative clan with communal cooking, eating, and other activities.
The Tan Jetty was relocated after the Ferry Terminal was created. The jetty competed with other
clans for control of the shuttle services and often disputes began and needed inter-clan
representatives to solve.
The New Jetty was created for residents from different backgrounds and origins. It is located near
the Chew Jetty and many Chew clansmen were allowed to leave and join this jetty.
Since the jetty was created by the town, it experiences more control from the Land Office of the
village instead of a specific clan.

Spaceship City. Superstudio. Impossible Objects. 1971.

Benefits of “supertall” buildings:
Occupies less ground (smaller footprint)
More revenue from more tenants
Smaller floorplates
Views of the city
Individual occupant floors (every floor is a penthouse)

Clan Jetties: Penang, Malaysia

Constructed of wood decking sitting on top of wooden piers resistant to seawater. The main
occupation of residents was fishing but many residents now work in town. The Ongs, Lims, Chews,
and Lees focused on a shuttle and cargo service for ships farther out on the sea while the Tans,
Yeohs and Koays focused on the charcoal and firewood industry. There is a constant threat of
eviction and demolition since the clans must renew occupation licenses with the Malaysian
government and some jetties were destroyed as a result. Other jetties were destroyed due to war
but then rebuilt or recovered.

The city is a large vessel orbiting in space. It is a circular ring volume 50 m (164 ft) in diameter with a
cell in the center that holds the computer that propels the ship through space and maintains the
human life living within. The ring is divided into 80 sections with two cabins in each section. The ring
rotates around the generator in the center. One revolution of the ring takes 80 years to complete.
The passengers sleep the entire time and a dream machine is attached to their brains to project
various versions of their lives. The inhabitants live entirely in a fictional reality of their minds and
without moving from their cabins. The ring of cabins has an opening at the 80th section that expels
the passenger once they have cycled through their 80 year life. The inhabitant then dies in space.

10 buildings that will change New York’s skyline by 2021. Property Markets Group/JDS Development. TimeOut. n.d.

In 2012 there was a push for the demolition of slums like Makoko. Reconstruction plans for the slum
were created to prevent the mass-eviction of the people and the inevitable homelessness of
thousands of people. On July 8, 2016, the city’s State Ministry of Waterfront Infrastructure
Development declared mass-eviction of the slum. On July 12, 2016, a group of machete-wielding
men attacked Makoko and by July 17, demolition workers proceeded to destroy structures and
burn down homes. One resident died and 30,000 were made homeless from the destruction.
Debates between urban planners and pro-community campaigners are prevalent and arguments
between reconstruction/demolition or the natural development of human communities continue
today.

19th Century

Superstudio’s Spaceship City:

“Supertall Skyscrapers” are defined by the height to width ratio of a minimum of 1:10 or 1:12. Sky
House, built in 2008, is the first recorded super skyscraper at a 1:12 footprint ratio at 588 ft tall and 50
ft wide. The term “supertall” refers to buildings that are between 984 ft and 1,968 ft tall while the
term “megatall” refers to buildings taller that 1,968 ft tall. “Megatall” buildings are not legal in the
United States as decided by the Federal Aviation Administration unlike other countries such as
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates which currently own or are constructing the tallest
buildings in the world. “Supertalls” are often a response to increased populations, increased land
prices, and limitations in land availability. Cities such as New York City have limitations of land due
tot he boundaries created by the water surrounding the island as well as a steep increase in
population yearly.

19th Century

Masdar City. Foster and Partners. Foster and Partners. 2007.

TO EXPEL
“Supertall” Skyscrapers: Worldwide

Makoko was founded as a fishing village in the 19th century. Andrew Esiebo. The Guardian. 2016.

BedZED. Unknown. Bioregional. 2002.

In 1997, the New Labor government in England proposed Millennial Communities which were
ecologically efficient and sustainable suburbs. The communities were connected to public
transport for efficient travel. The most successful community is the Beddington Zero Energy
Development (BedZED). Apartments for inhabitants are densely clustered, designed as green
schemes, spacious, and accessible by public transport. There have been no successful attempts
since and the city proposal has been scaled down to garden towns.

TO TRANSMIT

City of the Hemispheres. Superstudio. Impossible Objects. 1971.

TO STILT

Broadacre City: The Living City. Frank Lloyd Wright. Open Culture. 1958.

Drop City Complex (left) & Solar Dome (right): The Complex community center, 3 intersecting geometric domes, housed a
kitchen/dining area, living/meeting space, bathrooms/shower, a 16mm film workshop, & a recreational/TV loft. Clark
Richert. Clark Richert. 1966.

Founded in 1965, the city was imagined as a communal settlement in Colorado. It is the first
example of green architecture at the scale of a city. The city is defined by a geodesic dome
typology constructed out of industrial waste. It is located in rural spaces. The community failed in
1977 but inspired authors such as Douglas Murphy in creating his Biospheres II in his book Last
Futures.

Isamu Noguchi’s Fountain. Minami Nakawada. The Architect’s Newspaper. 2015.

Exposition fountains were featured in the international expositions for many years. These displays
were essential for the innovation in water design. Exhibitions focused on water as display, public
service, civic improvement, and platform for ecological and scientific research of maritime
systems. Variation in exposition location posed new questions about water and its architectural
potential.

An aerial view of Kampong Luong. Andrea Frazzetta. The New York Times. 2018.

Superstudio’s New York of Brains:

TO PACK

Moghul Indian and Hindu: Taj Mahal
Moghul India and Hindu fountains are a response to influences of Persian style when the Moghul
invaded Northern India and Afghanistan. Successive gardens were used to create moments of
leisure and each garden had its own purpose. Gardens often overlooked lakes or rivers as well as
elaborate landscapes that connect the garden to scenic nature. The central garden has a pavilion
that is converted into a mausoleum upon the owner's death. These mausoleums are surrounded by
water and linked to the rivers or lakes nearby. Fountains and cascades are included in this display.
The movement of water goes from river or lakes to reservoir tanks to channels at various levels to
cascades to pools and fountains. The goal of the procession was to engage water and use it to
catch and reflect sunlight . Coordination between these water displays, gardens, and buildings
were made to complete the intended effect. Some gardens build water pools below the ground
so long processions could bring the viewer underground to the spectacle while others built temples
near the water in appreciation of its sacred nature. Other examples include buildings that
construct arcades and galleries over water for the delicate reflection of architecture in the pools.
Aside from effect, water is used to cool pavilions, accentuate social spaces, bathing, drinking,
washing, and watering sacred stock.

The Green City Movement was founded by Ebenezer Howard. The envisioned towns are owned
communally and are neither city nor country. They are surrounded by trees and powered by
non-polluting light industry. A combination of white-collar and blue-collar workers live in the town.
Cities such as Letchworth, Hampstead Garden Suburb, and Welwyn Garden City, all in England,
were built in the 1910s and 1920s under this model of sustainable community. Socialist architects
such as Raymond Unwin helped design the cities. These communities aimed to make pockets of
urban fabric outside of London that encourage sustainable practices and equality among its
inhabitants.

The city is located in the footprint of Central Park in New York City after the city has been
destroyed. The city is a 180 ft3 cube with 10 in by 10 in quartz cubes that cover the exterior. Each
cube has a 9 in lens which gathers solar energy to power the city inside. The interior of the cube is
made of transparent cells of smaller cubes that hold the brains of the human inhabitants and tubes
that allow them to communicate with each other. The center of the cube is a filtering system which
removes toxins from the brains and holds off aging and deterioration. The brains are free to gain as
much wisdom as they can and communicate as much as they desire.

Renaissance and Baroque: Worldwide
Renaissance and Baroque fountains functioned as architectural and artistic displays similar to
Roman fountains. Fountain design was used as a medium for sculpture. Architecturally,
reconstruction of cities enriched spaces with water displays by creating animation of space
through movement, surprise, excitement, color, shape, sound, sculpture, reflection, and light.
Baroque style was fascinated by movement and spatial infinity and used water to articulate these
desires. Fountains, jets, and cascade reflected light and produced mist which was moved
throughout a space by the wind which added to the animation. This created an aura of exclusivity
and splendor within the public spaces. Water was used in the same way as mirrors to create space,
depth, and illusion and was applied in settings of retreat and leisure for the wealthy classes.

At dusk on Tonle Sap Lake, near Kbal Taol. Andrea Frazzetta. The New York Times. 2018.

Kinkaku-Ji temple (Golden Pavilion) (Golden Pavilion Temple) (Golden Temple), UNESCO World Heritage Site, Kyoto, Kansai
region, Honshu island, Japan, Asia. Robert Harding. Dissolve. n.d.

Islamic fountains were often a representation of the religion’s incorporation and appreciation of
water. The Islamic religion includes an interpretation of Paradise which is made up of a garden of
delight with pools of water and fountains. Fountains were common in public spaces. The public
fountains were simple spout and basin designs, each placed within a niche that dedicated a
sacred space to the water feature. More elaborate fountains can be found at palaces where
architecture was used as a symbol of power. Fountains, pools, and jets are used to engage the
senses and reflections, sounds, and lights are used to represent the coolness of fresh water. Water
organized in channels, fountains, or jets combined with aromas from flowers and plants were used
to create the illusion of delicacy, sensibility, and delight.

A child plays with a kite on the roof of a floating house in Chong Koh. Andrea Frazzetta. The New York Times. 2018.

New New York. Superstudio. NYTimes. 1969.

The continuous monument starts with an immobile square block placed in the landscape. The
block grows from this point and becomes the continuous monument that spreads across the globe.
The monument occupies all living space and keeps remaining space free for the landscape. The
monument is static and perfect. Through the design, those inhabiting it find serenity in the pure
form and totality of the scheme. The monument does not blend with nature but is the only
alternative to nature. This architecture envelops existing monuments to create uniformity without
destroying the existing architecture.
On the River. Superstudio. Museum of Modern Art. 1969.

New Seven Wonders in 360: Taj Mahal. Poras Chaudhary. NYTimes. n.d.

French fountains were represented through the unification of architecture and landscape. Water
elements in palaces and parks determined axial relationships, scale, and accessibility. Water was
also highly decorative. Canals and pools determined structure while fountains, jets, and cascades
created animation. The key elements were surprise and delight. Water features were used to
punctuate intersections of grand avenues and public plazas. Boating on canals and lakes became
an element of class distinction and promenading was a common activity for the upper class.
Organization of water was seen as man’s ability to conquer nature and it harness it for spectacle
and delight.

Mekong River lower basin covers 3,000 miles of Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia, and Southern
Vietnam and opens up to the South China Sea through a system of deltas and rivers. The Tonle Sap
Lake sits in the center and acts as “Cambodia’s heart” (NYTimes) since it floods with the rainy
season and provides the source of food supply and economy. The water flows from the southeast
towards Phnom Penh but reverses during the rainy season causing the lake to flood by six-times its
dry season level. As a result, the Tonle Sap is one of the most fertile ecosystems in the world.

It is not clear when the first floating village was made. French naturalist Henri Mouhot found a
village of over 20,000 people with over 500 boats living on Phnom Penh around the time that
Angkor Wat was discovered in the 1850s. Thousands of families live in these villages along the
waterways of Cambodia. In 2015, Chong Koh, one of the better known villages, was disbanded
when the Cambodian government evicted the residents. If there was resistance to eviction or a
request for funds to do so, villagers were arrested and sent to prison. Cambodian government
wants the Vietnamese floating villages to disappear. The floating settlements are illegal and can be
destroyed by the government at any time. The result is a culture where valuable items are securely
packed up and families are prepared to flee their village at any given moment. Due to this tension
between the two cultures, settlers often have two names, one Vietnamese and one Cambodian.

Roman fountains were highly representative of the design ambitions and urban social
development of the empire. Reservoir water supply was pumped to public fountains, large houses,
and public baths as a luxury for the Roman people. Fountains were sculptural and often honored
the dead, memorialize noble deeds, or served the public. Fountains were designed in many
variations from pools of water in basins to jets flowing from sculpted statues. Roman infrastructure
often included aqueducts which always terminated in display fountains with fountains houses. The
fountain house was a typology created by the Greeks but manipulated to appeal to Roman style.
These houses protected the pooling water but could also hold other program that would celebrate
the water. Ultimately, Romans saw water as an opportunity for displays of architecture, celebrations
of water, and a public service within an urban environment.

2,000-Ton City. Superstudio. Impossible Objects. 1971.
Residents of this floating village in Datang are members of the Tanka group, an ancient people scattered across southern
China who have survived on coastal waterways. Lam Yik Fei. The New York Times. 2017.

Many residents see the lifestyle as a means to survive and adapt rather than a cultural preservation
of their floating villages. However, in the past couple of decades, there has been a rapid decrease
in people living in the villages as generations leave to work in cities. Environmental and cultural
changes have limited the growth and prosperity of these floating villages and many villagers have
houses on land and move between shore and houseboat for daily living.

The Mekong Delta is divided by the Cambodian and Vietnamese shared border which often led to
fighting and conflict between the two countries. In 1863, France created a colonial protectorate in
Cambodia, formalized the Cambodian borders, and imported Vietnamese workers for the rubber
plantations and educated clerks. In 1953, Cambodia claimed independence and the lasting
effect of colonization created a multicultural, multinational people combining Cambodian,
Vietnamese, Laotians, and Chinese cultures. In the 1970s, violent coups began and the Vietnamese
were violently removed from Cambodia due to longstanding ethnic rivalry and hatred. After the
deportation and violence lessened in the 1980s, mass migration began from Vietnam to
Cambodia. Due to the nature of the Vietnamese removal from Cambodia, documentation that
proved Cambodian origin for the Vietnamese people forced to leave was lost or destroyed. The
Vietnamese people were seen as migrants and were unable to buy land because Cambodia did
not recognize them as citizens. Instead of returning to Vietnam, many settled on Tonle Sap Lake
and created floating villages. Presently, there is about 700,000 ethnically Vietnamese people live
on Cambodia’s Tonle Sap Lake and surrounding rivers.

TO
MONITOR

Urban environments use public fountains as an enhancement of architectural language. Every
culture has some relationship with water and fountains, one of many water display types, are
prevalent in all of them.

The Tanka Villages are nomadic villages in Southern China. Official documentation of the floating
village residents refer to them as “water-faring residents.” The origin of the villages is believed to be
Southeast Asian migrants but the time of the first settlements is unknown. Most residents only speak
Cantonese as opposed to the more common Mandarin. In the 1950,s about 100,000 people lived in
floating villages by Guangzhou in Southern China. The villagers made a living transporting people
and goods along the waterways and fishing. After the Communist Party took over the government
in China the floating villages were targeted for disbandment and people were moved onshore to
be entered into communist life. Residents became the minority class and remain as such into
present day. It is unknown how many residents still live in the floating cities.

19th Century

HISTORY OF UTOPIAN TYPOLOGIES

TO
DISTRIBUTE

An Analysis of Architecture Around the World Related to Water
TO FLOAT

Clan Jetties Floating Village. Unknown. Wonderful Malaysia. n.d.

The Yeoh Jetty is the last clan jetty along the shore. The jetty is mostly located on land due to
reclamation and infill of the land over the years. It also lost many residents after bombing during
World War II which caused residents to move away from the jetty.
The Peng Aun Jetty is similar to New Jetty in that it was created for people outside of the clans. The
jetty was much more relaxed because it did not fear demolition. Regardless, it was destroyed in
2006 to build a high-rise housing development.

The museum was created as an attraction for the divers in the area and diverts diving traffic to the
museum rather than the Mesoamerican Reef in an effort to save the world’s second largest reef
from contamination and destruction. The sculptures are also designed to facilitate coral, plant, and
marine life growth to expand the reef. Each sculpture is made of ph-neutral cement to allow for
growth on the sculpture and are anchored into the ground to prevent disruption of growth. Algae
covers the sculptures and creates a multi-colored patina on each artifact. Each sculpture is
designed in a way to encourage growth of a specific species. For example, “Anthropocene” is
designed with interior shelving for lobsters and other shellfish to hide and sleep, “The Ear” is
designed with hundreds of human ear casts with tunnels for marine life growth, and “The
Resurrection” is designed with destroyed coral fans as wings.

TO
STACK

Taylor's Silent Evolution is composed of 450 statues, making it the largest work in the exhibit. Jason deCaires Taylor. Business
Insider. 2009.

The Koay Jetty came from descendants with Muslim influence. Its residents are relatively separated
from ancestral celebrations and rituals, unlike the other clans. The people maintained the Muslim
influence throughout the years but unfortunately, the jetty was destroyed in 2006 with Peng Aun
Jetty for housing developments.

Superstudio’s Conical Terraced City:
The city arises in a great plain surrounded by a 600 ft wide canal. It is formed from 500 circular levels
placed on top of each other in a conical shape. The widest diameter is 16,000 ft at the bottom tier
and every level is 32 ft smaller in diameter than the one below it. Each level is 8 ft tall and the whole
city is 4,000 ft tall. Doors are located along the circumference of each level with 6,500 doors on the
bottom level and 13 less doors on each successive level. The total amount of doors equals
1,628,250. Each door leads to a room located around the circumference of the tier. The top level
has a 16 ft diameter silvery copula. Every surface is made of white, imperishable ceramic. The levels
are not connected vertically and there is no way to climb up them. The center of the cone is
hollow without vertical or horizontal divisions. Babies are sent through this space after they are born
to be injected with a “coordinator” in their brain. “Coordinators” transmit orders from one
inhabitant’s brain to a maximum of five other inhabitants’ brains. The inhabitants can send orders
to the other inhabitants as long as they are on a tier below themselves. To ignore or rebel against
the orders causes severe mental guilt and suffering for the inhabitant who receives the order.
Orders are sent down from level to level until the bottom level obtains the order originally given
from the top. Dreams are received twice a day from the man living at the top in the copula.
Fulfilling these orders grants inhabitants access to the next tier with the intension that the inhabitants
will fulfill orders in order to one day be the one giving them from the highest tier. Higher tier
inhabitants often sabotage lower tier inhabitants in an attempt to stop them from getting to higher
levels. Every inhabitant wants to be at the top. However, it is unknown what happens when
someone does make it to the top. The person dethroned is never found so no one can ever ask.

Ivan Leonidov's Competition Proposal for the Town of Magnitogorsk (1930). Ivan Leonidov. Socks Studio. 1930.

Conical Terraced City. Superstudio. Impossible Objects. 1971.

Clan Jetties Floating Village. Unknown. Wonderful Malaysia. n.d.

“The Resurrection” is one of two pieces Taylor made using damaged coral fragments. Aquaworld. Business Insider. 2009.

Ivan Leonidov's Competition Proposal for the Town of Magnitogorsk (1930). Ivan Leonidov. Socks Studio. 1930.

Mikayla Beckwith and Katherine Truluck

The case studies that we
have selected range from
informal settlements in
Southeast Asia to intricate
pumping systems in the
Netherlands, underwater
museums in Mexico to
the tallest towers in Hong
Kong, proposed structures
in Nigeria to science
fiction cities of undisclosed
origins. Each case study
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has been analyzed for its
key spatial and physical
conditions and assigned
a typology through a
verb. These typologies
are intended for use in
the adaptive city of New
Orleans as the architectural
language for the model.
By combining typologies
from architectural case
studies with typologies

from infrastructural case
studies and then adding
the thought and precision
demonstrated in the
utopian case studies, we can
develop a scheme for the
city that opens a dialogue
between its built parts,
the environment, and its
inhabitants.
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Analysis of Architectural and Utopian Typologies, their Characteristics, and their Relationships
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Densified Housing

Commercial District

Industrialized Waterfront

Protected Marshland
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The archipelago is
redistributed into zones
based on four distinct
programs: densified
housing, commercial
district, industrialized
waterfront, and protected
marshland.
The densified housing
facilitates the increased
population and is located
along the Mississippi
River and out on the
water. Housing clusters
modeled after Hong Kong,
Tokyo, and New York
City’s dense skyscrapers
and high-rises will cover
the neighborhoods along
the Mississippi while an
infrastructural system
modeled after the Clan
Jetties and the Tokyo Bay
Project will emerge over
the water and marshland.
Jointly, this system will
encourage the informal
nature of houseboats,
floating villages, and
62

occupation of the natural
marshlands.

that survived along the
Mississippi.

The commercial districts
will remain mostly
intact due to their higher
elevation and proximity to
the Mississippi. The goal
is to maintain the primary
commercial industries and
facilitate the culture of the
territory.

Protected marshlands are
introduced around the
exterior boundary of the
industrial waterfront in
order to create a buffer
zone between the water
and the built environment.
This 600 ft wide zone is
free of construction and
human intervention.
The Lower Mississippi
River Area is the largest
hypoxic zone currently
affecting the United States.
Hypoxic zones are created
by a low concentration
of oxygen in the water.
These levels can drop low
enough suffocate aquatic
organisms. These areas are
also called Dead Zones.
These marshlands paired
with the industrialized
waterfronts work together
to improve and maintain
the ecosystem.

The industrialized
waterfronts are available
for new programming that
brings in funds for the area.
Much of the land will be
used for agricultural sites
such as shrimp, crawfish,
and oyster farms or
algae treatment farms to
counteract issues of algae
dead zones. Alongside
these sites, there will be
an opportunity for ferry
systems and ports that can
be utilized by the residents
of the territory and
support the major ports
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TERRITORY: LAND MASS

1

A Documentation of the 73 New Orleans Territory
Neighborhoods and their Remaining Land Mass after the
Flooding of 2100
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After establishing the
larger system, we propose
a designed strategy for
the Lower Ninth Ward.
This neighborhood is
one of the most volatile
neighborhoods in the New
Orleans territory. It is prone
to heavy flooding and was
the primary victim in the
levee breaks of Hurricane
Katrina. Due to this fact,
we propose controlled
flooding in this region. The
neighborhood falls within
the boundaries of our
industrialized waterfront
reprogramming so it will
be converted into a shrimp
72

farm that enhances the
agricultural economy of the
territory.
The core placed within
this neighborhood will
function as a source of the
necessary program for the
farms and workers as well
as connect the program to
the transportation system
across the archipelago.
Core 023 consists of level
1 infrastructure at the base
with a public program
attachment that allows this
core to be classified as level
2. Jointly, it is attached to

the level 2 transportation
system hyperloop.
The structure of Core 023
uses a foundation much like
oil rigs to provides stability
in a marsh. Marshland is
a ground condition that
is covered by water for
long periods of time. The
Lower Ninth Ward has
constant fluctuations in
water level which causes
the ground underneath the
water to remain marshy
and unstable for shallow
foundations.
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The Level 1 infrastructure
is consistent throughout the
core system in architectural
expression but the Level
2 public program varies
per site and programmatic
representation. In the case
of Core 023, the necessary
program of Level 1 consists
of a shrimp hatchery (sea
level floor), loading docks
82

for both boats (sea level
floor) and the train (floor
1), and shrimp storage
(floor 1) along with the
standardized train station
infrastructure (floor 2).
The Level 2 attachment is
divided into four floors
including a marketplace
(floor 3), two floors of
eateries (floor 4 and 5), and

an observation deck (floor
6). These Level 2 programs
utilize sash windows and
gallery architecture found
throughout New Orleans.
As a result, this core reflects
the specific conditions of
the Lower Ninth Ward as
well as consistent elements
of the greater archipelago.
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